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Abstract
This work is a contribution to studies on anticipation in
speech, in the visual perception domain. Anticipatory
gestures produced by two French speakers are analysed using
kinematic data for VunroundedCnVrounded sequences, in order to
examine the timing of labial anticipation and its expansion.
Our results show that anticipatory gestures can be initiated
within configurations related to the unrounded vowel.
Moreover, our data do not confirm the predictions of
dominant models for anticipatory production, except for those
of the Movement Expansion Model.

The perceptual efficiency of these gestures in the visual
modality was tested. Results confirm that visual perception of
anticipatory gestures follow their expansion. In the visual
modality, a few conditions have to be fulfilled in order to
allow recognition of the upcoming rounded vowel:
1. A high velocity;
2. At least 60 ms from the beginning of the anticipatory

movement;
3. In order to enhance recognition, anticipatory movements

should accelerate, then decelerate near the final target. In
other words, when movements are performed with several
minor velocity peaks, the rounded is recognised later.

Thus, in dynamic conditions, perceptual efficiency of
anticipatory gesture is independent of the duration preceding
the onset of the rounded vowel, static configuration or
absolute kinematic event.

1. Introduction
Lip rounding is a phonologically relevant gesture in French.
This gesture is a visible one and constitutes the clearer axis in
vocalic elements categorisation in the visual perception domain
[1]. Anticipatory extents of such a gesture are said to be
production mechanisms, related to the coordination of
relatively sluggish physiological speech structures. However,
coarticulatory phenomena and specifically anticipatory
gestures would also offer early acoustic [2], [3] and visual [4]
information that listeners had evolved the ability to exploit.

Identification of a rounded element can be influenced by
various factors such as the nature of the adjacent or
neighbouring segments [5], speaker’s angle of view [6], [7] and
speaker specific strategies.

Anticipatory activities will be examined for two speakers
in six consonantal contexts, to be able to evaluate their
expansion, potential speaker-specific strategies and their
perceptual efficiency in visual monomodal condition.

2. Method

2.1. Subjects and corpus

Two native speakers of French (FH and JR) uttered the
speech samples. A corpus of V1CnV2 sequences, where V1 is
the unrounded vowel /i/, V2 is the rounded vowel /y/ and Cn is
one of the following non labialized consonant cluster: /iy iky
ikky iksky ikssky ikstsky/ was used. These sequences were
put in French carrier sentences, created by Abry & Lallouache
[8] (e.g. Ces deux Sixtes sculptèrent, for the longer cluster).
Each sentence was repeated ten times.

2.2 Recordings and analysis

Recordings were performed using two beta cameras showing
simultaneously face and profile views of the speaker
(cf. figure 1). Acoustic signal was also recorded.

Figure 1: A video image used for analysis. One half is used at
a time for the perception test

Image processing has been performed using Tacle, developed
at ICP, Grenoble. For each image, lip area, lip opening and
upper lip protrusion values were measured. Global
displacement, velocity and acceleration of these three
parameters were also considered. Finally, a particular
attention was given to six main events:
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2. Maximum acceleration

3. Maximum velocity

4. Maximum deceleration

5. Maximum protrusion/minimum lip area

6. Acoustic beginning of the rounded vowel.

Video sequences were then used to create a visual perception
test.

2.3 Visual perception test

In order to verify the perceptual effects of anticipatory
gestures in the visual domain, a perception test, based on the
gating paradigm, was carried out. Segments were “gated-out”
every 20 ms, backwards from the acoustic onset of the
rounded element to the beginning of the rounding movement.
Images were presented either from face view or from profile
view. Twenty French speaking listeners were then asked to
judge what the truncated vowel was, choosing between /a/, /e/
and /y/.

3. Results

3.1 Production results

Figure 2 shows a frame by frame analysis of sequence /iky/
uttered by speaker JR at normal speaking rate. For this
sequence, anticipatory lip movements begin during the
acoustic production of /i/ (frame 63) and reach their optimal
configuration at occlusion release (frame 67).
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Figure 2: Analysis of lips movements during /iky/ sequence

For longer sequences, global anticipatory movements, as the
faster part of these movements are initiated sooner. They do
not necessarily begin during nor immediately at the end of the
unrounded segment (cf. figure 3). Thus, anticipatory
behaviours shown here agree only with the Movement
Expansion Model [8]. Results are structurally the same for
speaker FH.
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Figure 3: Analysis of lips movements for /ikstsky/ sequence

As consonantal cluster lengthens, lip protrusion or lip area
reduction do not necessarily keep the same values, as shown
on figure 4.
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Figure 4: Lip area reduction for each sequence

The amount of lip displacement varies for each sequence and
for each speaker. However, speaker JR tend to show a more
important difference between protrusion values in spread and
rounded configurations. Inversely, speaker FH shows larger
lip area reduction during these sequences. It’s thus not
possible to tell that rounding target can be described in terms
of absolute lip configuration (e.g. for lip area) nor in terms of
lip displacement.

If speakers’ strategies in terms of global timing for
anticipatory gestures are almost identical, greater differences
are observed with timing of kinematic events.
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Figure 5: Temporal evolution of kinematic events during
rounding gesture

1. Beginning of rounding movement



Figure 5 represents temporal evolution of kinematic events for
each speaker. The first relative time (0% on x axis) represents
the onset of rounding gesture; the other end of the axis (100%)
represents the acoustical onset of the rounded vowel.

Two different strategies can be observed. Speaker FH
decelerate lip movement sooner than speaker JR does. One of
the questions that can be asked is if these two strategies can
have an influence on visual perception. Placement of kinematic
events has been under scrutiny for the analysis of the
perception results.

3.2 Perception results

For all sequences, perceivers were able to identify correctly
the rounded element. As anticipatory movements begin sooner
in sequences containing a longer consonantal cluster, correct
identification of the rounded vowel occur too. However, taking
the entire sequence as a whole, correct identification occur
later. In fact, for longer sequence, anticipatory movements take
longer to be perceptually efficient. Correct identification of the
rounded element happen when protrusion/lip area/lip opening
parameter is at a peak velocity value, or just before. For all the
sequences, this condition is sine qua non. Figures 4 and 5 show
the evolution of velocity for the protrusion parameter for
sequences /iky/ and /iksky/ uttered by speaker JR.
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Figure 5: Frame by frame analysis of velocity values for
sequence /iky/ (speaker JR)
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Figure 6: Frame by frame analysis of velocity values for
sequence /ikssky/ (speaker JR)

For these sequences, a majority of subjects recognised the
rounded element at frames 65 (/iky/ sequence) and 69 (/ikssky/
sequence), so respectively 100 ms and 40 ms before the

acoustic beginning of vowel /y/. For /iky/ sequence,
recognition point is situated were velocity value is near the
peak value. It’s not the case for the point preceding the
recognition point for /ikssky/.

However, velocity doesn’t seem to be the only constraint.
In fact, when a highest velocity is attained very early in the
sequence, the rounded element is not recognised. For example,
in /iy/ sequence uttered by speaker JR (face view), a velocity
peak is found 40 ms after the beginning of the anticipatory
movement. The rounded element is recognised the gate after
even if lip area value is sufficiently low to allow correct
recognition, according to other sequences uttered by the same
subject. These two conditions have to be fullfilled for speaker
FH too, but his specific strategies seem to harm correct
recognition.

As explained in section 3.1, temporal organisation of
kinematic events is different for the two speakers. For speaker
FH, highest velocity is attained very early during the
developpement of the rounding gesture. When anticipatory
gestures are produced with a reduced speed during the
deceleration phase, many secondary velocity peaks (induced
by many acceleration-decelerations segments) are observed,
instead of a smooth decelerated movement. These many peaks
seem to interfere with a correct identification of the rounded
element. For example, figure 6 shows an analysis of velocity
for protrusion parameter for sequence /iky/ uttered by speaker
FH.
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Figure 7: Frame by frame analysis of velocity values for
sequence /iky/ (speaker FH)

For this sequence, many speed fluctuations are observed;
vowel /y/ is identified at frame 65. An analysis of absolute and
relative values of lip static configurations and lip displacement
didn’t lead to any convincing conclusion.

4. Discussion & conclusions
Aspects of anticipatory rounding gestures have been studied
using speech samples uttered by two native French speakers.
Although production of the two speakers confirm the
Movement Expansion Model, some speaker-specific
differences are observed. The most striking particularity is in
the temporal organisation of kinematic events. In fact, while
one speaker typically accelerates lip movements up to 60% of
the total movement, the other begin to decelerate movements



as soon as 37% of total duration. These two strategies have an
impact on when the rounded element is recognised in the
visual domain. Some hypothesis can be suggested. First, for
unrounded/rounded opposition, an important velocity value
can be associated with a further target. When perceivers may
choose between /a/, /e/ or /y/, a combination of higher lip
protrusion/lower lip area and high speed can make them
choose the rounded element even if the last seen
configurations are not yet related to a rounded element.
Inversely, when acceleration is stopped early in the sequence,
perceivers infer that target is nearer and then need more clues
to choose the rounded vowel. This hypothesis can explain
why rounded vowel is recognised later than other even though
geometric lip parameters values allowing rounded element
identification in other sequences are encountered few gates
earlier. This can also account for some fluctuations in
perceivers reactions, for example on figure 8.
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Figure 8: Frame by frame analysis of velocity values for
sequence /iksky/ (speaker FH)

For this sequence, velocity is at a low value throughout the
entire sequence. The rounded element is first recognised by a
majority of subjects (60%) at the gate corresponding to frame
56. At this gate, observed velocity is the highest of the entire
sequence. At gate 58, recognition rate drops to 30%. The
rounded is recognised again at gate 59.

According to those results, some conditions can be set in
order to allow recognition of an upcoming rounded vowel in
the visual modality:

1. A high velocity

2. At least 60 ms from the beginning of the anticipatory
movement

3. In order to enhance recognition, anticipatory
movements should accelerate, then decelerate near the
final target. In other words, when movements are
performed with several minor velocity peaks, the
rounded is recognised later.
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